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APECOIN Token Distribution 
 
We will allocate 5% of the total supply for private and early supporters. We’re targetting to raise 
$50,250,000.00. We believe this amount is relatively small compared to other projects which raised millions 
of dollars. 
 
We’ve already proven that our team can start small yet capable of launching big. We will not conduct an 
Initial Exchange Offering (IEO) and APECOIN Tokens will be available to the public through an Exchange. 
 
The private sale and early supporter’s price is $0.1. While the Exchange price will be $0.13. We will provide 
a total liquidity of $2,500,000.00 comprised of BTC, USDT, ETH and APECOIN Tokens upon our initial 
listing. 
 
The expected APECOIN circulating supply at Token Generation Event (TGE) is 14,640,854.00 which has 
initial market cap of $1,464,085.40 at private and early supporter’s price. 
 
 Allocation Percentage Diescription 
Team/Advisors/Contractors 
 

7,828,646,167.5 71.17%% Locked for Environment and 
Network Design and 
Development 

Burn 1,000,000,000 9% Burn 
Ecosystem Incentives 959,702,136 8.72% Rewards for Environment 

Team 
Private Sale Investor 500,000,000 5% Founder and Partners 
Marketing/Operations 499,000,000 4.54% Branding and Online Shop 
Treasury 70,000,000 0.64% Reserve  
Airdrops/Bounty 30,000,000 0.27% Staking Rewards 
Liquidity 112,651,696.5 0.66% Circulating Liqudity 

Total 11,000,000,000 100%  
APECOIN Token Distribution 
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A significant aspect of the token distribution is the longer vesting period. This incentivizes the team only if 
they are able to deliver the project. This is a more pragmatic, sustainable, and responsible approach. 
 

Use of Funds Percentage 
Product Development 94.80% 
Operation and Marketing 4.54% 
Liquidity Provision 0.66% 

Total 100% 
Expected use of funds 

 
Initial Market Cap at Token Generation Event 

 
The initial circulating supply at Token Generation Event is 14,640,854.00 APECOIN Tokens which 
represent 0.0014640854% of the total supply. This supply will gradually increase based on the distribution 
plan schedule as described in the APECOIN Token Distribution table above.  
 
 
 Allocated 

APECOIN 
Token 

Percentage APECOIN Price 
Per Token 

Amount USD 

Private Sale 500,000,000 5% 0.1 50,000,000 
Early Supporters 2,500,000 0.00025% 0.1 250,000 

Total 502,500,000   50,250,000 
Target amount to be raised is $50,250,000 

 
We will not conduct an Initial Exchange Offering (IEO). Instead, APECOIN Tokens will be available to 
the public through an Exchange. The private sale price and the early supporter’s price is $0.1 and the 
Exchange price will be $0.13.  
 
 Number of 

APECOIN 
Token at IEO 

Percentage 
Allocation at 

IEO 

Percentage 
Based on Total 

Supply 

Initial Market 
Cap USD 

Private Sale 14,600,000 2.92% 0.00146% 1,460,000 
Early Supporters 40,854 1.67416% 0.0000040854% 4,085.40 
Tokens Released 

at TGE and 
Circulating 

Supply 

14,640,854   1,464,085.40 

Initial APECOIN Market Cap at private and early supporters’ price is at $1,464,085 
 

Start date of the APECOIN Token IEO is on June 14, 2021 09 AM UTC 
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APECOIN Roadmap 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
APECOIN continues to provide services to our valued users and supporters. Every single day and opportunity, we are 
exerting collaborative efforts to flourish our site with useful information and up to date services. We will bring you 
down the lane as we journey our anticipated success from year 2022 until the next four consecutive years. 
 
On the second quarter of year 2022, we will be constantly engaging in all our Social Media Accounts to market our 
services to all people from all walks of life. While we are continuously marketing, we are going to launch our very 
own APEC Exchange Website and APEC Wallet App to ease up digital transactions. Sure, enough after the said 
launching, we are then going to integrate APEC Exchange into the APEC Wallet App to maximize your experience 
in digital activities. Likewise in the same year, we will be thoroughly planning a networking scheme for approved 
merchandise.  Burning of tokens will also happen towards the end of the same year. 
 
Moving on to the first quarter of year 2023, we shall open our news site portion to update you on our activities and 
upcoming services. Also, we shall commence our pioneer project which is the Solar Energy Power Plant.  
Simultaneously, our networking scheme will be launched too, followed by the activation of our e-commerce activity 
like the online shopping. And of course, NFT Store launching will happen during this year. However, before the year 
ends, we will have the token burning for those unused ones. 
 
By the time we reach year 2024, staking will be available for all our valid users/investors. Having said that, our own 
APEC Blockchain will be launched too. On the second half of the same year, our second project which is the Sulphate-
reducing Bacteria Production will probably start. Interestingly, we are bringing to the public our collaborations with 
the artists/painters to showcase online all their works of art in our gallery.  Then again unused tokens will be burned 
at the end of the year. 
 
As we continue with our services, absolutely we will be partnering with travel agencies by the year 2025. At the same 
time, we will be creating a social media platform or app specific for environmental advocates. Meanwhile, all the 
unused tokens will be subject to burning before the new year comes. 
 
Finally, as we arrive on the year 2026 our 3D Online Store shall be accessible to the public. There will also be an 
investment program for green projects which is optional by the way. Then, we will have crypto mining using clean 
energy. Expanding our services by way of affiliating with the fashion industries who are utilizing eco-friendly 
materials. Dissolving unused tokens will be done prior to the arrival of another year. 
 


